When an aging European Maestro will stop at nothing to mold an apprentice in the flames of his passion for music, the young man discovers that great conductors are not born—they are forged...

...in fire.

MUSE of FIRE is David Katz’s extraordinary one-man play about the art of conducting. No other work of theater so vividly conveys the power of great music to open hearts and touch the soul. It is an event at once gripping, humorous and ultimately deeply moving.

MUSE of FIRE features beautifully recorded orchestral works by more than a dozen beloved composers exquisitely woven into the fabric of the story. It was the last play directed by Tony Award-winning actor and acclaimed Broadway director, Charles Nelson Reilly.

If you love classical music and have ever wondered how great conductors learn to make it come alive, don’t miss David Katz in MUSE of FIRE.

Visit MuseofFireTheplay.org for synopsis, bios, reviews, performance history and more.